Digital Ownership Options 2023

Now includes 40 options, the latest technology, and convenient storage!

With HeinOnline's Digital Ownership Program, you will obtain ownership rights to PDF files of the scanned images of all pages within the library. By purchasing digital ownership, you will receive all content in the library as of December 31, 2023.

Current Technology
As a part of HeinOnline's Digital Ownership Program, the electronic files will be stored on a 500gb hard drive that comes in a storage box which is stamped with the name of the library you purchase. If new technology exists at the time of the renewal, we will provide you with the most current technological device that we are using to store electronic files. Updating the technology ensures your accessibility and eliminates the potential for having a storage device that is not compatible with current digital technology.

Renewal of Ownership
You can keep your digital ownership files and the technology used to store those files up to date by renewing your digital content ownership each year.

Your ownership renewal date is the date upon which you will be eligible to refresh the enclosed electronic storage device. There is a fee associated with the renewal, which is determined based upon the amount of content added to the library over the previous 12 month period. If you chose to renew your digital content ownership at that time, all you need to do is return the electronic storage device to us. We will update the device to include any changes made to existing content and all new content added to the collection in the previous 12 months.
**Digital Ownership Options**

### ABA Law Library Collection Periodicals
This collection digitizes over 100 ABA Law Library Collection Periodicals covering American law, along with 44 previously only available to ABA section members. Coverage included in ownership is back to 2010. **$5,195**

**Other ownership options are available. Please contact us for more information.**

### American Law Institute
Consists of ALI Annual Reports, Proceedings of ALI Annual Meetings, ALI Annual Meeting Speeches, The ALI Reporter, "Statement of Essential Human Rights" Archive, Uniform Commercial Code, Restatements of the Law, and more! Current fiche subscribers or online subscribers **$17,250**
New subscriber **$19,450**

### Animal Studies: Law, Welfare, and Rights
This collection includes more than 2,300 titles and more than 655,000 pages with titles from the Animal Legal Defense Fund and Animal Welfare Institute. The collection aims to establish the foundational laws pertaining to animals and follow the evolution of these rights throughout the years. **$7,895**

### Australian & Canadian Acts of the Parliament
Includes Acts of the Parliaments of Australia and Canada, along with the Revised Statutes of Canada dating back to the 1800s. **$7,850**
Canadian Acts **$8,650**

### Bar Journal Library
This library contains more than 140 state and local Bar Journals. You can search by article title, author, description, date, or across the full text of the articles. **$47,995**

### Canada Supreme Court Reports
Contains the official bilingual series published under authority of the Supreme Court Act. It includes nearly 10,000 cases which include background information, statutes, and regulations, authors cited, analysis and the decision. **$3,995**

### Code of Federal Regulations
This library is the codification of the general and permanent rules and regulations (sometimes called administrative law) published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government of the United States. The CFR is a multi-volume set divided into 74 titles that represent broad areas subject to Federal regulation. **$38,500**

### Congress and the Courts
Featuring Federal Judicial Center Publications, Periodicals, Links to Scholarly Articles, and much more. Also included is William H. Manz’s Congressional and the Courts which reflect congressional concern with the composition and structure of Article III Courts. **$9,495**

### English Reports
The online edition from HeinOnline delivers exact page-images of the original bound reprint edition (containing more than 100,000 cases), together with the Indexes and Book of Charts. Also includes the complete statues of the Realm. **$4,995**

### Federal Register
The Federal Register is the main source for the United States federal government agencies’ proposed new rules, final rules, changes to existing rules and notices of Federal agencies and organizations, as well as executive orders and other presidential documents. Coverage is back to inception. **$30,495**

### Foreign & International Law Resources Database (FILRD)
FILRD includes the publications of the American Society of International Law along with prominent Yearbooks from around the world, including the Hague Permanent Court of International Justice series. It also includes U.S. Law Digests, International Tribunals/Judicial Decisions and more. **$28,495**

### Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS)
This series, comprised of more than 3,000 volumes, presents the official documentary historical record of major U.S. foreign policy decisions. This collection also includes hundreds of other related works and CFR Title 22. **$11,995**

### GAO Reports and General Comptroller Decisions
This database contains reports on audits, surveys, investigations, and evaluations of federal programs conducted by the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO). All published reports, testimonies, correspondence, and special publications are included. **$4,995**

### Hague Academy of Collected Courses
This set includes the complete archive of collected courses dating back to their inception in 1923, 12 periodic indexes, and the official publications from the Workshops organized by the Academy. It also includes The Law Books of the Academy and the reports of the Directors of Studies and articles. Print standing order customers **$50,604**
Non-standing order customers **$131,273**

### History of Bankruptcy: Taxation & Economic Reform in America, Part III
History of Bankruptcy includes nearly 568,000 pages of legislative histories, treatises, documents, and more related to bankruptcy law in America, classic books dating back to the late 1800s, and more! Current HeinOnline Core Subscribers **$10,195**

### History of International Law
Contains classic books from famous authors such as Hans Kelsen, Samuel Pufendorf and James Brown Scott. Also includes significant serials such as the International Law Studies Series [U.S. Naval War College] International Conciliation and more. Core subscribers **$13,995**

### Immigration Law & Policy in the U.S.
This is a compilation of the most important historical documents and legislation related to immigration in the United States. Core subscribers **$11,995**

### Indigenous Peoples of the Americas: History, Culture & Law Collection
With nearly 3,900 unique titles and more than 2.3 million pages dedicated to American Indian Law, this collection includes an archive of treaties, federal statutes and regulations, federal case law, tribal codes, constitutions, and jurisprudence. Also features rare compilations edited by Felix S. Cohen that have never been accessible online. **$14,195**

### Intellectual Property Law Collection
This collection contains more than 8.2 million pages of material focusing on copyrights, patents, and trademarks in the United States. It brings together legislative histories, treatises, documents, classics, and more to allow researchers the ability to search across all intellectual property law material in one database. **$19,495**

### Legal Classics
This collection includes more than 18,500 works from some of the greatest legal minds in history including Joseph Story, Jeremy Bentham, William Blackstone, William Holdsworth, and many more! In addition to many "classics" also included are rare items that are found in only a handful of libraries around the world. **$40,995**

### National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
This collection allows researchers to access and search the full text of Model Acts drafted, recommended, or endorsed by the Conference. Content includes National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws - Archive Publications, Handbook of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and Proceedings of the Annual Conference Meeting, 1st-the most recent, and more. **$7,195**
Parker School of Foreign & Comparative Law Publications
This collection includes more than 60 publications from the prestigious Parker School of Foreign & Comparative Law at Columbia Law School. View Publications such as the 22-volume set, A Bibliography on Foreign and Comparative Law. Book and Articles in English by Charles Szladits, among various others.................................................................$995

Religion and the Law
This collection includes access to more than 3,750 titles and more than 1.7 million pages of material related to the intersection of religion and the law. Topics include Canon Law, Church & State, Religion & Freedom, Jewish Law, Reformation Period, Religion & Politics, the Bible in Public Schools and more..............................................................................................$12,995

Revised Statutes of Canada
Complete coverage of all six revisions from the official printed volumes of the Revised Statutes of Canada in nearly 48,000 pages.............................................$3,500

Session Laws Library
Ownership Available by Individual State. HeinOnline's Digital Session Laws Library contains exact replications of the official bound session laws of all 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Individual State Pricing.................................................................Please inquire
Volume discounts are available for orders over $25k

Standard Federal Tax Reporter
Contains a comprehensive collection of federal income tax information, such as full text of all proposed, temporary and final federal income tax laws and regulations, as well as full text of federal administrative rulings and documents. HeinOnline coverage is from inception through 1985.................................................................$9,995*

State Constitutions Illustrated
This collection contains the constitutions of the 50 states of the United States, together with related documents and resources. Containing the text of every constitution that has been in force for every state with the original, consolidated and current texts and an extensive collection of documents from before statehood, State Constitutions Illustrated provides comprehensive coverage and allows researchers to compare multiple editions from multiple sources..............................................................................$5,195

State Statutes: A Historical Archive
State Statutes: A Historical Archive includes superseded state statutes for all fifty states. Search the statutes by state, date, description and text. Coverage goes back until 1711.................................................................$8,995

Taxation & Economic Reform in America, Parts I & II
This library includes access to more than 16,000 volumes and more than 4.6 million pages of legislative history material related to taxation & economic reform in America. This includes the complete Carlton Fox collection, which contains nearly 42 years of historical legislation related to the internal revenue laws and more than 100 other legislative histories related to U.S. economic reform and stimulus plans. Also includes Tax Foundation Archive Publications.........................................................$21,495

U.S. Code
The United States Code (U.S.C.) is a compilation and codification by subject matter of the general and permanent federal law of the United States based on what is printed in the Statutes at Large. Coverage is from inception (1925-1926) to current.................................................................$7,095

U.S. Congressional Documents
This collection features the complete Congressional Record bound version and the daily version back to 1984. It also includes the three predecessor titles, Annals of Congress (1789-1821), Register of Debates (1824-1837) and Congressional Globe (1833-1873), as well as other important congressional material.................................................................$50,995

U.S. Federal Agency Documents, Decisions, and Appeals Library
This unique collection features the reports, decisions, and records of several U.S. Federal Agencies, such as: The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).................................................................$29,295

U.S. International Trade Library
Features the exchange of goods and services between the United States and other nations, as well as the history of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. Included are USITC Publications Archive, Legislation Histories, CFR & U.S. Code Title 15 and 19. Commerce & Foreign Trade and Customs Duties, Notable Publications, and much more.................................................................$21,495

U.S. Presidential Library
This library includes such titles as Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Public Papers of the Presidents, CFR Title 3 (Presidents), Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, and other documents related to U.S. Presidents.................................................................$10,995

U.S. Statutes at Large
Complete coverage of the Statutes at Large can be found in this collection.................................................................$3,595

U.S. Supreme Court Library
Complete coverage of the official U.S. Reports bound volumes as well as preliminary prints, slip opinions, and books and periodicals related to the U.S. Supreme Court are included in this library.................................................................$9,395

Women & the Law (Peggy)
This collection brings together books, biographies and periodicals dedicated to women's roles in society and the law. Also included are more than 2,000 titles from Emory University Law School's Feminism and Legal Theory Project which provide a platform to view the effect and culture on the female gender .................................................................$9,295

World Constitutions Illustrated
This library focuses on the study of both historic and current constitutions and governments, and allows research for the constitutional and political development of the nations of our global community. Also includes constitutional documents, classical constitutional books, secondary sources such as the World Fact Book and the complete set of British and Foreign State Papers .................................................................$20,495

World Treaty Library
This monumental collection brings together Rohn, Dumont, Bevans, Martens, League of Nations, United States, and United Nations Treaties into one database. Also included are hundreds of related treaty publications, scholarly articles chosen by our editors, and a bibliography pf related publications.................................................................$12,695

World Trials Library
This collection includes more than 3,500 trials, including complete sets of American State Trials, Howell's State Trials, and the Nuremberg Trials .................................................................$20,295

*Only available to Academics. While we don't anticipate having to remove this content from HeinOnline, this content is subject to the terms of our agreement with CCH/Kluwer.
Payment for Ownership

Don’t want to commit to 100% of the cost in this budget period? We are happy to work with you to spread the ownership cost across multiple budget years. Contact your sales representative, marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571 to discuss budget options in more detail.

Contact Us

For more information regarding our Digital Ownership Program or to request a quote, contact us today!

marketing@wshein.com 800-828-7571